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Preface
‘The Teesside Verses’ began back in August 2011 with a couple of poems, and started to grow from there.
I had no idea I was going to write a series of poems with a Teesside theme, it just seemed to happen. By the time I got about
half a dozen, I felt driven to complete more.
The verses themselves have a biographical element to them, although they in no way are without fictional elements. They recall mostly childhood and teenage memories, but hopefully do not come across are merely nostalgic. Not all of the poems are
personal: some are skittish and less serious than others.
Teesside, for those who don’t know the place, is better known these days as Tees Valley, or Cleveland.
Middlesbrough is a large town roughly in between the cities of York and Durham in North East Britain. It is an industrial, or
rather, post-industrial town, surrounded by some of the most breath taking landscape and countryside anywhere in Britain. It
was one of the late industrial revolution towns that amassed its population in the late 19th Century, due to people flocking
there for employment in the Iron works, later the Steel works and I.C.I.
The dialect there is interesting. It has the remnants of its North Yorkshire roots, and also, an accent that has flattened vowels
and elision in the way some words are pronounced. The sing songy lilt gives it an almost Geordie—ish cadence, but don’t tell
that to a person from the region as they might be offended!
I have tried for the most part, to write these poems in a straight forward manner, with some words particular to the local dialect popping up. But I tried to keep it natural, rather than contrived.
I want nothing more than for people from the region and outside the region to enjoy the poems.
I hope that some of the themes are universal and that people can relate to them.
I feel the North East is ridiculously under represented when it comes to the creative arts. There is a lot going on there: some
great writers in the local Poetry scene and some talented musicians, artists, photographers and a whole raft of other skills
that struggle mostly to get recognised outside the region.
This is my small contribution to the cause of promoting the Arts in Teesside. And the hearts too.
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Approaching Teesside
The hedgerows blur on the A19,
the north sea chill nithers my bones
as it creeps under my skin.
This is the land of rain that kept me indoors,
playing make believe in my space ship bedroom
and long summers in parks throwing sticks at trees
and in the back street alleys, poking dogshit with a lollystick;
licking sky rocket ice lollies, running home to catch Dr.Who,
eating 57 varieties of tinned crap:
It didn’t matter then; it was all that you knew.
The skyline looms,
clouds turned mushroom grey by the smoking towers:
man-made pyramids to aspiration.
This is the valley of the kings of industry, dead in their tombs,
waiting patiently for resurrection.
Will they return?
They now seem too long gone.
Nobody expects it will be any time soon.
And there it is:
Home.
A place where a part of you stays, even though the layers of experience
thread into your being and become a coat you wear:
a coat that is not really you.
It is something you hang up and leave in the porch,
as memories tug at your sleeves.
Suddenly, the white carnations in Nana’s back garden fill the air
Suddenly, the smell of dinner and horse racing on TV, takes me there;
and the sound of music: always a promise of escape,
vibrations that altered my vision
and stirred in me a longing ; almost too much to bear.
The fairground of yesterday is long gone now
The gypsy spun waltzers are silent and still.
Some of my friends are ashes in urns.
Some of those feelings can never return.
My heart beats differently now.
Home:
that place where ghosts and old dreams rattle;
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that place where you love to be
but also need to leave.
That place where faith and friends persist:
And oh how the memory of them
can often deceive.
The years though, strengthen the bonds
Like vines that knot and tangle
around that old house.
And yes:
I can declare it with certainty: I do believe.
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Memory from a hill
On Eston hill, I sat as a young lad, looking out at the industry below.
It stretched from horizon to horizon; like a flood that had swallowed the land.
My dad worked down there, in the alien city of steel and smoke,
plumes of swirling gas, blotting out the sun;
and the flare stacks: hungry dragons in the sky, trying to eat up the clouds,
as I drank dandelion and burdock, washing down banana sandwiches with each fizzy gulp.
No one was there: so I burped really loud.
Not a worry or care in the long shadows of the summer;
my thoughts stolen by the wind.
The future!
What was that?
Time did not exist: just some numbers on my wrist.
Life moved slowly,
Scattered pebbles on the sand,
carried by the pendulum waves
melting into memory;
tick-tock-happy-sad,
When I was a young lad.
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Fairy Dell Sonnet

Far away from the brooding clouds of school,
we made a rope tarzi in Fairy Dell.
Dangling our feet in the silver stream’s pool,
away from the smoke and the factory smell.
The woods were a jungle where baddies roamed;
we kept our weapons in the fortress glade.
Those days were before the peep of the phone,
And the fun and the games were all child made.
Now the pervs in the wood have gone online
The bright summers you knew: a darker place;
No boys in the valley, no trees to climb
The fields now houses, no tarzi, nor vine.

Mad tramps and gypsies with posies to sell,
in that magical time in Fairy Dell.
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Down the beck

We went fishing for shopping trolleys
and the odd wellington boot
that always came up from the mud and silt bed.
Once we found a folding table
abandoned due to faulty hinges;
it had a picture of an oriental lady on it
and Chinese junk boats with pink blossom trees.
Why throw such a beautiful thing away?
Why not mend it or give it away?
It was a dumping ground that told many a story
that beck we used to go to.
One time we found what we believed to be treasure;
Spanish galleon coins washed upstream!
But it turned out to be world cup coins;
the moss had obscured Bobby Moore
(Or was it Geoff Hurst – hard to be sure)
It was the place where households drowned their secrets,
forever lost like a sunken wreck.
It was a place that always surprised us:
the Beck.
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Pauper dog grave

We found a dead dog at Devil’s bridge
and wondered if Old Nick himself had done the dirty deed.
We poked it with a stick;
the cruel curiosity took over.
We saw its fly-crowded eyes
staring into cloudy marble death :
somewhere not here, somewhere not there
It was as stiff as a punch bag;
we rolled it over and gasped in horror at the ocean of maggots
heaving and feasting on the stinking flesh of its belly.
For the first time in my young boy life
It made me wonder why
even cute fluffy things die
without ceremony,
Just lying in a grassy grave
Unfound,
Unclaimed,
Unknown,
Unnamed.
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Eulogy for Marc Bolan

I fell for your spell
You hypnotised me.
But then again,
I was only 12.
Poring over your words
They seemed to plug into my veins
Electrifying me
Transporting me
Somewhere only you knew.
But then again, once more:
Your voice, a shamanic croon
From some magical moon
Where chariots choogled
In the strange dawn of a teenage planet
But then again,
I was only 12.
I believed every word of it
Your charming fake poetry
Your erotic boogie,
Amped up rock’n’roll
Arousing misbehavior in the school corridors
Where girls once pinned posters of you
On the common room notice board

But the big lads scrawled ‘bummer’
Over your pretty starman face
And for boys to admit they liked you
Was a kind of effete disgrace
And I remember a slight feeling
Of embarrassment coming over me
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As you sang ‘And I ‘m gonna suck you’
And my cousin heard the words
Declaring you a weirdo
And somehow I liked that,
I thought ‘you will never know
the genius of sexual gliding
In the midnight alley
Of rock n roll fantasies’
I can’t believe I wrote that:
But then again,
once more,
I was only 12.
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At the fair

‘Can the Can’
blasting from the tannoys;
slightly awed girls and boys
nibbling on pink-spun sugar
in the flickering red and blue lights,
just past the ghost train.

The aroma of diesel,
generators purring,
goldfish imprisoned in little plastic bags.
A gaggle of hard-knock school girls
sharing sneaky fags.

I am at the shooting gallery with me mates.
Someone says:
“Oi you, givvuz 10 pee”...
It’s a lad with a face like
a scowling dog,
and he’s talking to me.

His mates stand hunched,
all Doc Martens and eager fists.
I reach in my pocket,
not wanting to appear
in the obituary lists.
We move on,
in the stunned silence of fear, to the Big Wheel.
But they follow us,
making it clear
they are going to duff us up.
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Yes, the Fairground was a scary place
always someone wanting to punch your face.
And that was the reality of my teenage summer,
half in laddish joy, half in sheer terror.
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Glam rock summer

When it rained that summer, it rained glitter;
it landed in your long greasy hair and flecked your cheeks;
The world became touched with magic and wonder,
the council houses looked glamorous;
gaudy spirals of wall paper in the living room,
Tank tops were all the rage,
you painted your bedroom purple
and imagined the world as a stage
It was the summer of ’72,
all that kid stuff was in the past;
It was the summer of ’72,
and school was out at last.

You ran to the ice cream van
in your brand new scoop neck T-shirt,
oblivious to the chemical air
and the invisible factory dirt.

You danced to the handclapped beat
with the audience in your head
and studied lyrics in the dark,
with a torch under your bed

Fish fingers, beans and chips
Was your idea of a feast.
You took your lessons in outrage
From Bowie and Steve Priest.

In that glam rock summer of ‘72
Bubblegum on your platform shoe
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When your Dad asked:
What the hell is a Metal Guru?

The fantasy life beckoned
It snatched you like a kestrel,
scooping up a vole from the grass;
When mama we were crazee
When the kids were just crass

In that glam rock summer
You woke up thirteen and strange
And everything was possible
And everything would ch-ch-ch-change.
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The first time ever I saw a Fender Stratocaster:
swan-white and slim-line;
dotted mother of pearl adorning the varnished neck;
Ernie Ball strings and three way switch;
Single coil pickups, that Hendrix essence:
that was the day my world made sense.

That was the start of my guitar dreams
That was how I found my self esteem.

Before that, it had been all mimes with a brush shank
All mirror poses with a wooden plank.
All air guitar wind-milling, playing it blind
All fantasy bands in the stage of my mind.

Then, at last, the cathedral awe of a real guitar
across my lap
those curves and that tortoise shell scratch plate
belonged to me.

Sitting in my bedroom with a passion to learn:
That was when I lost myself.
I did not return
I did not return
I was forever lost to guitar dreams.
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Sex education (partial parody of Larkin’s Annus Mirabilis)

1971 was when my sex education began
Before Roxy Music
And the Clockwork Orange ban

We found a soggy condom
When playing cricket in the park
And realised that grown ups
did dirty things after dark.
Then we found some mucky mags
In an empty workies’ hut
When I told me Dad about them
he did his bloody nut
‘What did you see?’ he asked.
I showed the evidence:
His face went red, I felt so scared
I had to jump the garden fence.
‘Come back here, right now!’
I turned and hung my head
‘It’s Swedish blue! The worst kind!
And he sent me straight to bed.

So that was my introduction
to the birds and the bees
Women doing things to men
Usually on their knees.
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School rant

Admit it: your school days were an ordeal of dodging blackboard rubbers thrown by kid-hating psychopaths just out of the
army and fat bad tempered history teachers who viewed you all as unwashed philistines, or babbling savage creatures,
of sadistic gym teachers who made you run cross country in the rain propelled by an arctic blast; they raced you to the
shower and mocked if you came last, and the never ending torture of being in double bloody Maths with Mr.Moody and his
chalk-stained trousers,
you couldn’t wait to see Miss Markley in her too-tight blouses, your school boy smut got you through the day, you took all the
taunts of being gay,
it was the place where rough lads spat in your dinner, dress code was crombies and two tone skinners; the only thing you enjoyed was English and Art, usually disrupted by the whiff of a fart;
Chemistry was ok, the magnesium flare trick, the smell of sulphur made you feel half sick, rotten egg aroma and stinging
smoke getting in your eye, preparing you for a job at
I.C. bloody I.
Admit it, your school days were a penance in hell, the only release being the ringing of the bell.
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Unlisted untitled

Today I heard of the death of a friend
and it made me want to live.
It made me want to rip off my shirt
and feel the rain on my back.

News of death
makes you want to live like a lion,
get more than your share of wild erotic adventures.
Funny that.
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Browsing

Saturdays were for browsing; hardly ever buying,
In Hamilton’s and Fearnley’s
I mapped out my life in the grooves.
I felt my heart beat faster,
looking at the gatefold sleeves;
like I’d found a hoard of treasure
in a freshly ploughed field.

So, the ritual was this:
I would confess in the listening booths
then take the stardust 263
back to my bedroom church
where the turntable hymns were waiting.
And Middlesbrough became Warhol’s Factory
as I listened to the Velvet Underground
I imagined in that moment ,
I was living in a shit-hole attic, with
the dealer coming ‘round.

All teenage rock’n’ roll dreaming
is the arrow pulled back in the bow
It’s a feeling of being saved
Impossible faith: you just know

All small town back water dreaming:
is the furnace that shapes you.
When you feel yourself
lost in the steel works;
Music will deliver you.
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Browsing; hardly ever buying
Every Saturday was the bus-ride to the town
to be among the congregation of believers
and to swap album lists.

That’s my whole younger self in those racks, mate:
now shiny plastic discs.
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Daytrip to Seaton Carew

It was Easter.
The bus passed through Billingham
and juddered through the city of pipelines.
Toxic towers belched mustard gas clouds into the
clear spring sky.
The whole place smelt
like a giant had eaten a sulphur curry
and farted.
Graffitied bus shelters
with ‘Boro boot boys’ and the glass kicked in;
an old woman waiting
with a tartan shopping bag on wheels;
dazzled by the April sun.
It’s a horror film:
Dracula is a cooling tower, sucking the soul
and ambition out of dreamers like me.
You’ll never get me in there;
no bloody way is that the future for me!

I recall the taste of the breeze;
my tongue felt like
I’d licked a penny.

Then, the bus turned a corner
and the mirage ships appeared on the horizon,
promising hope and escape.
And then the dunes, rising up,
phantomesque and airless,
like a lunar landscape.
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Soon we were in the arcades,
I placed a 2p bet on the yellow horse
and it came in second;
yours won of course.
(It always did)

Then we walked out to the sand dunes
and found a nice spot, a womb in the long grass,
a place where the wind could not roar in our ears.

And you switched on your transistor radio
just in time for the top thirty.
We were tuned in together, twisting the dial,
to find that place only young boys understand.
And then you etched out
‘Leeds United’
Into the sea sodden sand.
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Theophobia

Religion filled me full of dread
of the devil waiting under my bed
And the church to me was a creepy place,
that calm look of evil on the Pastor’s face.

And me Nanna always made me say my prayers
Crouched in the dark at the top of the stairs
And she said that God was always watching me;
She scared the holy crap out of me.

I thought of God as a bad tempered man
Waiting in heaven with a frying pan
To beat you senseless for committing a sin
So I put my money in the collection tin
(Just in case, you see)

And then one day, I had a revelation
standing at Middlesbrough bus station
My older friend Kevin said ‘it’s all control’
And that nobody could possibly own your soul.

From that day on, I told me Nanna
Stop being such a silly old spanner
There is no heaven, there is no hell
It’s only stories that people tell.

So if you find yourself knocking on death’s door
And God says ‘you can’t come in here no more’
Stand your ground if he won’t let you in
And say ‘but I once put money in the collection tin’...
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Fashion disaster zone

Beware.
You are about to enter
a fashion disaster zone.
your tasteless mind
Is not your own
it is stolen by aliens
in Oxford bags
and gangster shoes
and No.6 fags.

The way you hold your cigarette
is a question of life and death
The music that you listen to
becomes the very definition of you

Beware.
You are about to enter
a fashion disaster zone.
As you ride your racer bike
on the upward hill to hip,
you are a rebel
without a bicycle clip;
your flares flapping
in the pissing down rain;
you’ll never be this young
and pretty again.
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Musings in Teesdale

The stars flickered as distant fireflies.
That night on the ridge, in the wilderness dark,
we traced the arc of the milky way across the northern sky;
the thought of our insignificance took away our breath.
Then we sat in silence, too awed to speak,
words were useless and could not articulate the moment.
The endless blackness seemed alive;
the streaks of star rippled rivers
revealed themselves.
And the roar of memory
was in our ears.
I felt myself falling,
there was nothing I could do.
I let go.
I felt myself spinning off into star-lit avenues
and the quicksand clouds swallowed me.
and the pit-dark sky devoured me.
My heart was thumping in my ears
when I got the fear:
the thought of knowing someday
I will not be here;
And that the universe doesn’t care
And that God is indifferent
about your small life;
in a small town;
on a small rock;
in a grain of sand corner of space.

Then we walked back to the camp,
the drone of the universe buzzing in our heads;
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and we lit a fire, staring speechless into the flames.

And we remembered: even the stars have names.
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High Force

The engine of the North
Is neither metal nor machine;
It is water:
roaring and foaming;
spearing its way through the
silvering flow.
Rocks, resisting the push and the pull;
stubborn sentries in the swirling whoosh
of miniature whirlpools
that lasoo the sticks and debris,
adrift and bewildered.

Moss, emerald possessed and clinging to stone
as a passionate lover
clings to the naked body
of another
and melts into the stream,
becoming the flow,
coming and going
and coming and going
and becoming the flow,
becoming the flow.

Why ,at the top of the fall,
do I feel the desire to jump?

Perhaps it’s the impulsive urge
to kiss the water maiden’s mouth;
the spirit of the water,
the arms of watery death,
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that will embrace and take me
to the realm of its terrible beauty.

And I want my ashes to be scattered
into the silvering light that glimmers
as it catches for only a second,
the reflection of trees
that mirror the chaos and flow
of life and all its twists and turns.

And my particles will spin off and
carousel into a million different directions,
blissful in water,
Not the grave pit.

Water is birth
and death
and resurrection.

There, I said it.
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Stockton Noir

Rivers of piss,
steaming, snaking, slithering
into twisting brooks
from the shop doorway.

A man with a kebab
staggers into view.
His legs give in to gravity,
he looks like he’s gunna spew

The red chilli sauce
sprays on his white t-shirt,
as he finally falls
into the market litter and dirt.

A groaning gorilla
with a shaven head.
He is slumped in the alley,
believed to be dead.

Call in the high street detective
He can solve this case with ease:
The mystery of week end wild-life,
shagging anywhere they please.

Sometimes I feel the need
To walk the streets in disguise
My Oxfam tilted trilby
pulled over my Lone Ranger eyes.
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Sometimes I feel the need
to stub out my cigarette
on the arse of my one night stand.
Sometimes, just sometimes
I need someone who can understand:
the feeling of climbing up a greasy pole;
of feeling useless, forever on the dole;
of getting stupid drunk,
cos there’s nothing else to do;
buying the lottery ticket
when you know it won’t be you.

And that’s life for many;
drifting through the day;
a zombie with a sausage roll,
feeling half alive.
Waiting for a bus
That never will arrive.
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Song of the Madpoet

Rat arsed and raving,
he thought he was Lord Byron.
he prowled the pubs
scribbling couplets on beer mats
and threw them into the crowded bar.
Everyone ignored him,
Nobody adored him,
and that seemed to make him
madder and even badder.

He was dangerous to know all right,
once offered out three sailors
for a fight.
They tried to walk away
from his metaphorical threats;
But he kept on sprouting prose
until one of the brick shithouses
nutted him square on the nose.
He hit the floor like
a sack of cold custard,
then he went to the hot dog stand
demanding onions and mustard.
Pie eyed and angel haunted,
he thought he was William Blake
But thinking that in the Boro
is surely a big mistake.
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Rock garden babble on
The days of fire when you burned in the moment, the buzz of now in your veins, the feeling of being blasted from a cannon,
that pit of the stomach feeling when the band came on stage, passion was all the rage, whether a pose or not, did it ever matter – thigh high boots and leopard skin, ripped fishnets, kicking to the beat of ‘Hong Kong Garden’, that was a spectacle that
made you stop and stare, wolfish smiles, sipping from your lager glass, enjoying the crack, not really arsed about the government, leave that to the Clash, and now...the Gang of Four slashing air with guitar, all flaying arms and military precision , Andy
Gill making a hellish racket, you write some lyrics on the back of a fag packet, you were always on the cadge, always close to
licking the barrel, the bass bin speakers thudded into your chest, another girl another planet, Iggy in a vest; chains and
badges and safety pin chic, there for a weekend, gone for the week, cocaine running around my brain, cheap sulphate and
teenage kicks, wired on Wire, they don’t do ‘licks’ , Simonen spiked hair, combats and docs, intense lads in overcoats, eyeliner
on the rocks, sticking your tongue down a fat lass’s throat, punk sex on floors, phone number scrawled note, and now it’s the
Fall, like the kids from Kes, v-neck jumpers and Mark E Smith sez, all your mates are either in a band or forming one, three
chords fuzzed up, what’s a bloody song? It’s a strictly no guitar solo zone, bus to the gig then you’re walking home, bass guitar in a black bin bag, swearing at the snow storm, giz another fag, running from the skinheads, waiting in the doorways, like
nazi storm troopers, every weekend, ALWAYS...
Then, synthesisers bleeped the future, one finger wonders came out of their bedroom and stood in front of projected screens
with ridiculous haircuts, you wanted in on it and you wanted to feel cold, detached, apart, alienated, android, androgynous;
you wrote a thesis on sex in crashing cars: J.G. Ballard came to the council estates and that was the real revolution.
Meanwhile backstage, the support band graffitis the wall in a bid for immortality, looking for a way out of soul crushing reality, looking for a life other than normality,
Ah, the bitter sweet delusion of being 18, always running away from something unseen, not quite landing, up in the air, changing your mind as often as the colour of your hair; and then, that time Captain Sensible stripped himself naked and pissed on
the front row it seemed to sum it all up:
pissing on pissed up people,
pissed off in a provincial town
was all part of the show.
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The satanic Teesside verses

The new fear of witchcraft spread throughout the county,
children being groomed for Satan,
made to take part in diabolical ceremonies
on a pentagram chalked in council flat bedrooms;
Housewives sharpening their knives for the kiddie-pie
Sinister vicars grew tails and horns and talked demonic gibberish
The piper was at the school gates, teachers in on the conspiracy
Fluting the children to underground locations,
Padlocked and barred,
covered in marzipan,
and served with gleeful relish.
(T-shirts proclaiming ‘I eat children’ appeared in proliferation)
Politicians saw their chance at last:
Feigning sincere retorts on ‘Question time’,
Demanding an inquiry
With one eye on a best-selling autobiography
All was filth,
All was squalor,
All were tainted
In one way or another.
Nobody wants to talk about it now:
that particular carpet remains unswept,
the dirty truth hidden
and secrets kept.
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Club singer

Your fabulous dreaming days
in between the bingo and the tote;
belting out Shirley Bassey songs
you learned them all by rote.
That was your thing:
a pop of the cork,
a duet with Tom Jones,
you wanted the glamourous life.
And you held onto that vision,
even as a nappy chained housewife.

You wore a Julie London dress,
your bottle blonde hair in a beehive
To sing was all you wanted,
said it made you feel alive.
Then one night you met a bloke
who promised you the moon.
He spelt out your name in Palladium lights,
you wondered then:
‘How soon?’

‘Berwick Hills to Beverley Hills!’
That’s what he used to say
He became your manager lover
And you felt you were on your way.

He banged the arse off you every night,
took what he wanted from you
Gave you a sense of being out of your skin
Every word felt true.
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But I felt sad for you, when I heard
he was a liar and a snake.
That fur coat that he bought for you,
turned out to be fake.

And at 46, you realised
the rainbow had no gold.
He took you to the cleaners,
you were broke and in debt,
your house and possessions, sold.

And you ended it one night
With a handful of pills
And a song in your head
‘The impossible dream’ was playing
when you awoke in the hospital bed.

You forgot that you had children
who loved you for who you are
Now you live in contentment,
free of the demon
That whispered
‘you’ll be a star’.
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Teesside Gothic

In that dreary November,
Gun powder smoke still in the air,
the creature was created.

At first, it was liquid,
formless in the lathe;
until water cooled and made it solid

The creature was steel;
it crawled out from the furnace,
born from orange glowing lava.

It hissed and smoked;
groaned wordless curses;
spitting out pellets of red hot ore

Its creator, head in hands
Cried ‘God! What have I done?’
Appalled at the abomination he saw

The creature craved affection
But the granite stone of rejection
Was there in its father’s eyes

And so the creature was abandoned;
Nobody cared for its existence
or its pitiful cries

“How I made you prosper!”
The creature complained
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Alone in the hovel and the friendless rain.

It ran over hills, through car parks, malls and forests;
met simple peasants, dancing and singing,
sharing a KFC bucket and a giant bottle of coke.

It felt lonely and decided to
make itself known to them,
share a family meal, a laugh and a joke.

But they hated it, reviled, despised
and beat the creature
spat on its friendly advances
It felt compassion evaporate
And a new feeling surged
in its veins: hate

It swore revenge on its creator;
The one that left it for dead,
The one that hoped it would not return.
(since the night it fled)

It set fire to the peasant house,
It murdered the innocent nephew
It looted the local Tesco’s, for donuts and beer

It made undoubted threats
to maim and to slaughter
And kept the whole village awake with fear

Its creator had no choice
And they met in the darkened caves
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Where the promise of a mate was made

But the pledge was not kept,
The creature howled and sobbed
The loneliness inside became a rage.

It tracked down politicians,
It appeared on television chat shows,
and demanded an audience with the Queen of Britain.

And so it was granted: old Lizzie and her Lords were shitting bricks
as the creature spoke in wondrous tones
and with plummy , perfect diction:

“I was born of industry.
I was exported, loved by many.
But you and your subjects,
your men of money, your dealers
betrayed and left me for dead.
So I return now to ask you one question:
why did you create me
And then leave me to walk
the icy wilderness of the north
Without hope
Without a friend
And call me a monster?

All fell silent.
Nobody could speak.
A slow tear rolled down the creature’s cheek.
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The dismal rain pattered
on the corrugated iron
of the industrial containers.

The Lords and Queen present
muted with guilt,
could not utter a word

Knowing that this wretched soul
was doomed,
had no real future.

And still, they could give no answer.

The creatures last words:

“I am done with man
and your monstrous ways.
You will cheat and lie
to the end of your days.
I am done with man.
I am tired and through.
I have no more to give
to any one of you’...

And then it leapt into the
furnace,
back to the fire
from whence it came.
It sobbed in the engulfing flames,
It groaned to feel itself
returning to liquid.
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And it died
with the shame of its very existence,
without ever being given a name.
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Post punk

After the riots we cleaned the streets:
The debris of our mis-spent youth,
we can laugh about now.
But at the time
a studied frown was cool;
passionate stances were the rage;
doomed poets were up there
on the flood-lit stage.
Guitars and wires
Frantic sex on speed
Fabulous and bored
What else did we need?
After the riots
The revolution was cancelled
We buried our flaming dreams
In a metal box
And we found ourselves later
In the queue of Ikea
How the hell did we get from that to here?
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End of the pier

All his life, the simple pleasure of walking the pier never left him.
On enchanted Sunday mornings he would face off the north sea gale
and watch the ships on the horizon,
where the sky became water,
and the water became him.
He felt himself transformed into fine silvery mist
as he merged with the sea fret and floated away.
He felt the atoms of his being becoming lighter,
until the wind lifted him up into the clouds,
and he looked down on himself, over-hanging the salt and shingle bay.
That was the boy he was:
alone but never lonely.
Now the man stands here;
his weathered hands clanking the loose change of memory
buried deep in the pockets.
He forgets he was vapour,
and the soft focus of memory
plays tricks with his mind:
‘We remember the things that make us feel we existed.
The rest is just bad faith’

Time passed.
Luminous white became yellowing pages.

One day you find yourself walking to the end of the pier
and the ships on the horizon suddenly look near.
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End poem

In case you were wondering:
this is an end poem.
The pubs are shut now;
the band has packed away now;
and as usual: I don’t have the bus fare home.

So let’s get walking then,
Oxfam tuxedos braving the rain
and imagine our heroic future
(you know, the one we had at seventeen)

Oh cheer up friend!
Get some lead in yer pencil:
find some vent for yer spleen
it’s only the end
of the end poem.
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A BLANK PAGE IS A LETHAL WEAPON
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